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UPDATE  
Price list is complete and passed on to our volunteers. Will format it later to make it look 
better and post it in the shop for customers. Prices are marked up 10% from what the 
components cost, tax included, rounded up to nearest dollar. Other bike shops sell things 
between double to triple the cost due to being for-profit.   
 
I have obtained a brochure from New Hope Community Bikes detailing what they charge 
to fix bikes and please note they are the cheapest bike shop in town. Also you are taxed 
for these prices. Some examples: 
 

• $7 to fix a flat tire, plus you pay for the tube, which starts at $7.50. We charge 
only $4 for the tube. 

• $16.50 to true a wheel. We teach people how to do it, and often they mess it up so 
we end up doing it ourselves. 

• $10 to replace a cable + housing, and there are usually 4 per bike, so $40 in total 
per bike. We charge at most $3 for each cable + housing.  

• 15$ for bottom bracket/hub rebuild. We help you do it for free. 
• $40 for basic tune up. We do this for free for pretty much every bike that comes 

into our shop. For technical and safety reasons we do a large part of this 
ourselves. 

• All parts are double the cost. In comparison we only do a 10% markup. The two 
closest bike shops to McMaster charge close to 3 times the cost.  

 
I may post a price comparison in our shop to show people how much money they are 
saving using our service. Hopefully less people will complain that we are too expensive. 
 
Cash register has arrived and I’m working with Sean from accounting on setting it up. 
 
Promotions and Events coordinator have just been hired. Positions for shop coordinator 
and volunteer coordinator will reopen during welcome week. 
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Upgrades to shop work space are approx 80% done in terms of renovation e.g. mounting 
stuff to walls, building stuff. Then we will reorganize everything, which shouldn’t take 
long. Expected to be completed within two weeks. Last report I said this is expected to be 
done before summer ends. We are definitely on schedule.  
 
SERVICE USAGE  
On average between 5 to 10 people use our service every day we are open. On average 
one to two stands of the three are occupied at all times.  
 
PAST EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  
Our inventory has more than doubled in the number of different items we sell. There 
were times in the past where a repair required a component that we did not stock, but that 
our supplier did offer. We are striving to eliminate this issue from happening. We also 
used to stock only the cheapest products to keep costs down. The quality is terrible and it 
is often better to investment in better components that will cost you less in the long run. 
By expanding our inventory we are offering students more options to choose from in 
terms of pricing and quality. 
 
One thing selling exceptionally well is tires. We now stock tires with puncture protection 
(starting at $17), which sell at almost double the rate of the cheapest tires ($10). 
Preventing a puncture saves you from the trouble, $4 for the tube, and the better tires last 
longer.  
 
Some elaboration on what we’ve done to upgrade the shop: 
 

• 2.5 times more hooks on storage room wall to hang tires and wheels 
• 4 times more working surface area for people to work/put tools on 
• 50% more pegboard area to hang tools, will increase to 75% more once 

everything is complete 
• An accessory display to exhibit all the new products we now carry. Also helps 

with storage/organization of parts 
• Proper hangers to hang bikes off of 
• Drawer cabinet to store and organize small parts 
• All workbenches have a bottom level for additional storage area 
• Better shelving to keep parts organized in the shop 
• Milk crates to hold parts, rather than random boxes of different sizes, to look 

more professional 
• A shelf for people to put their coats and bags on, as previously they are left on the 

ground 
• Got an air compressor, which has its uses in a bike shop 
• *Will be built soon – two spools to store housing on, rather than having a tangled 

mess of it laying around 
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I forgot to take a picture of the new storage room but just imagine twice more wall 
hangers and all the wheels and tires being hanged up on walls. Last year’s guy hoarded 
on wheels. 
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New shelving, accessory display, bike hangers.  
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Mess you would find in the old shop. 
 

 
 

 
 
Before and after. Not done reorganizing yet. Be a much greater difference once we are 
done reorganizing everything. 
 
Frequently sold components are now placed inside the shop instead of the storage room 
so they are easier to access and put back. This will help with organization. 
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There is now a complete set of basic tools for every single repair stand. Will be color 
coded later for better organization. Before there weren’t enough tools to go around. They 
get moved around too much and next thing you know you can’t find it anymore. 
 
Random small improvements done: 
 

• Bought bug repellant – everyone’s getting eaten alive by mosquitoes in the shop 
• Got garbage bags so volunteers don’t have to pick rotten food off the bottom of 

the bin when emptying them out 
• Got recycling bin and scrap metal bin 
• Moved the phone from the end of the room where the sink is to where the office 

desk is 
• Did something to prevent pegboard hooks from falling off when you take tools off 

of them. Used to drive our volunteers insane. 
• Got a shop vacuum to help clean things up 
• Updated the membership card to show the expiration date. Had to explain to 

almost every single person why they need to purchase a new membership and no 
one is ever happy about it. 

 
BUDGET  
Monthly statement from Maggie is not up-to-date. I’ve been somewhat tracking it myself. 
 
Of the $1500 special projects budget, I have about $250 left. I intend to spend all of it by 
the end of the summer, as it’s only use to me is for upgrading the shop. Last year’s 
director barely spent any of it. 
 
Of the $1500 promotions budget, I have $1400 left. Spent $100 on membership cards. 
Did an event in June with the Sustainability Office where we offered free tune ups, 
snacks, swag bags, and prize draw. Maybe 30 people showed up? Two people had their 
tires pumped and chain lubed. There were so little people on campus, I don’t think it’s 
ever worth for us to do a summer event.  
 
In sales revenue I have made somewhere over $4000 for sure. Parts budget I have spent 
about $7000, of which about $1000 were on tools. As we are a bike shop, I need to stock 
all the parts a potential customer may purchase beforehand which means the parts budget 
is going to be frequently ahead of revenue. As more people buy memberships plus the 
bike auction, the gap should close. I am confident in making back all the money I spend 
this year. 
 
VOLUNTEERS 
No volunteers for now.   
 
CURRENT CHALLENGES  
Critically low on used parts. Obviously we can sell people new parts but most people 
prefer used ones for being most affordable. Our agreement with campus security (or 
rather what they dictated) is that they collect the bikes and store them for 30 days. Then 
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they hand it over to us for us to hang on to. However we are not allowed to do anything 
to the bikes other than sell them at the auction.  
 
If the bikes are not sold at the auction, then we are allowed to strip them for parts. But 
everything sells because people just bid a dollar. Probably going to set the minimum 
bidding price at $10 this year.  
 
I know last year’s director did not have any bikes to strip for parts. I don’t know where 
the parts we got on hand came from. Previous directors probably stripped bikes against 
the agreement.  
 
Another thing is that people buy all these garbage bikes at the auction that should have 
been scrapped, and our volunteers suffer having to deal with garbage bike problems. I 
also want to refurbish more bikes this year, but I would need bikes to refurbish. What the 
Waterloo bike shop does is that every volunteer is expected to refurbish a bike during the 
school year. Their volunteers simply tag the bikes themselves and collect it after 30 days. 
At that point, it becomes their property. 
 
SUCCESSES  
I consider the service to be improving overall. 


